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The editor of The Bitcoin Bible, Benjamin Guttmann, is currently among the leading experts regarding
crypto currencies generally and Bitcoins specifically. The reserve consists partly of his own analysis

and insight about Bitcoin and partly of content collected from the most prominent and
knowledgeable specialists and authors and media on this topic. He's a journalist, concentrating

primarily on politics and financial topics.
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Excellent guide to Bitcoins As a sophisticated investor, I found this book very helpful. For Academics
Only If you're looking for a reserve that succinctly and practically explains Bitcoins and digital
currencies, that is def not it. Alternative currencies are going to are more and more important in a
global globe, and Guttmann has generated the most valuable focus on this subject that I have read
to date. Not just a "Bible" While the information is viable, it is relatively scattered with cut and paste
articles from various internet writers. A different name will be a better fit for this book.
Comprehensive and without the most common 5 step process getting you to become "billionaire by
buying BitCoins" Was finally in a position to understand Bitcoin by using this book The book is
actually fine for starters aswell as for pros, it really is a great introduction to this issue, it also covers
many different views of experts of several fields of the bitcoin ecosystem. Read it but you will want
more. Really needs updating with the changing nature of the Bitcoin environment. There is normally
some meat right here but things modification fast and this Bible is a static look at that which was.
The wide range of content articles and perspectives also makes The Bitcoin Bible a perfect
introduction to the exciting area for newcomers to the the bitcoin phenomena. I believe it to be well
curved, with excellent content. At the very least, the entire "publication" is probably a copyright
violation. It's filled with spelling mistakes and formatting issues. An excellent resource for
understanding bitcoins I recommend this book as an excellent source for every one of the
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information you should possibly want about the bitcoins system. I'd advise you to avoid paying any
actual money because of this publication. There is nothing in this "publication" that can't be gotten
from browsing content. I'm certainly sorry that I did so. Very Good An excellent introduction from
what BitCoins are approximately. It is still an advisable read if you are looking for some unbiased
Bitcoin information. I was finally in a position to understand the way Bitcoin works (at least as far as
I wished to comprehend). The authors featured in the book all seem to be well known professionals
in this field, the reserve is usually slighty biased with an increase of pro-content. My guess is
definitely someone wanted to cash in on the interest in bitcoin and rushed this "publication" out with
zero work in the hopes of getting a few true dollars. Would not recommend this This "book" is
actually a compilation of internet content that appears like it was copy/pasted right into a document
and printed without editorial review at all. It's essential for any investor's library.
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